
POLYCRUB

INTERNATIONAL SOCIAL ENTERPRISE
OBSERVATORY FEATURE

A protective indoor allotment space

capable of withstanding storm-like forces

Wind, often of the gale force variety, and marine

industry waste might seem like unlikely ingredients in a

recipe for international trade success, but they’ve both

helped take one Shetland-based social enterprise to a

growing global market. 
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Keen to grow some of their own grub and reduce the food miles

required to bring fresh produce to Scotland’s most northerly

archipelago, a grant from the Climate Challenge Fund helped

support the design of a storm-resistant growing space. 

Despite the real challenges presented by Shetland’s frequently

severe weather conditions, the group eventually created the first

Polycrub growing tunnels using waste pipe from the local

aquaculture industry and polycarbonate sheeting, tough enough to

withstand even the strongest of storms. 12 initial Polycrubs created a

protective indoor allotment space for green-fingered local

gardeners and amateurs alike to get growing. 

The Polycrub plantlife soon flourished, as did outside interest. Both

local people and visitors to Shetland were immediately blown away

by the attractive and super-sturdy simplicity of the design, and what

started as a community project quickly began to show its potential

as a social enterprise.

Domestic orders began to roll in whilst the commercial learning

curve got ever-steeper for the NCDC founders. After several years of

NCDC being the driver of the business, the sheer volume of orders

being generated meant that a new business model was required.

Soon a trading company, nortenergy Ltd, was established with two

dedicated staff members. 

Back in 2007, the seed of an idea for a truly wind and weather-
resistant poly tunnel began to germinate in the minds of some
members of Shetland’s Northmavine Community Development
Company (NCDC). 



                                was second

nature by now, but dispatch and

delivery presented a real challenge.

As solid structures measuring up to 9

metres long, designed to withstand

the worst of the elements, Hermes or

Parcelforce are non-starters -

Polycrubs need great big lorries to

transport them. Thanks to the

support and invaluable advice of

local and national haulage 

companies, Polycrubs began to be shipped to other (often

windswept) locations in Scotland. Orders from England and Wales

soon followed, and the business tentatively began to consider the

scope for international sales of this superb Shetland product to

other windy and severe weather countries.

However, an enquiry in 2017 from one of the world’s most wind-

battered and remote locations came as big surprise. Polycrub’s

online presence came to the attention of an expat Shetlander living

on the Falkland Islands looking for suitable weather-resistant

structures to support community growing projects, and bingo! A deal

was done. After much logistical planning, two Polycrubs eventually

made an epic 6 week journey by sea all the way to Stanley, where

they were greeted with absolute delight.

The Shetland horticultural superstars still have big ambitions to go

global but international aspirations went on the back burner as

global trade slowed to a crawl during the pandemic. 
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Building a Polycrub



                                                 domestic business boomed as

interest in gardening and growing food bloomed, and Polycrubs still

made their way as far as France and even Greenland, where a last

minute address check narrowly avoided delivery to the wrong

destination.

Getting to grips with international trade has been intense for

Polycrub’s tiny team. Dealing with a pandemic from a far-flung

corner of the country was difficult enough, but added to the mix was

Brexit. Learning about shipping crates, tariffs, customs, EORI

numbers, country of origin for building materials, commodity codes,

and yards and yards of red tape has been deeply challenging. That

said, the Northmavine team pay tribute to the hauliers and shipping

companies who have kept them right when it comes to international

trade rules and regs.

A massive bonus has been the enthusiasm shown for the Polycrub

product by both domestic and international buyers. It’s so satisfying

to know that a brilliant product, designed specifically for a remote

and windy island community is now making its mark in other gale-

blasted places around the world. Even better is that profits made

from Polycrub sales go right back into the Shetland community, with

the potential for investment in big infrastructure projects being

considered. 

Thanks to further support from Highlands and Islands Enterprise,

Polycrub will resume researching the overseas trade market, with

their enterprise weather vane initially spinning in the direction of

Canada, Ireland and Scandanavia. With a fair wind, further good

fortune will surely blow the way of this ever-so special Shetland

enterprise.

Despite the global slow down,


